
EN Dining Chair, 2022

Designer:Cecilie Manz

Manufacturer:Maruni

£1,221

DESCRIPTION

EN Dining Chair by Cecilie Manz for Maruni.

The inspiration for the "EN" collection originated from the idea of craft ing a wooden round table accompanied by a

chair. This collection draws its name from the Danish word "EN," which signif ies "one," and from the Japanese

words representing concepts l ike "a circle," "connection," and "destiny."

The arched backrest of the chair evokes thoughts of the classic Greek Klismos chairs, while the legs feature a

looped frame that imparts a feeling of seamless continuity, result ing in a harmonious blend of gentle curves and

defined edges. The emphasis on a rounded and invit ing form is coupled with an exceptional level of comfort.

Crafted from maple wood, the chair is available with upholstery options of either texti le or leather. The gentle hue

and uniform composit ion of the maple wood harmonizes perfectly with the muted tones of the texti le or the organic

richness of the selected tanned leather of the seat.

The chair is available in f ive distinct f inishes. 
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DIMENSIONS

Unupholstered chair: 50.7w× 48.6d × 45/73.3cmh

Upholstered chair: 50.7w× 48.6d × 45.5/73.3cmh

MATERIALS

Made from maple wood. Available in 5 different f inishes, with our without upholstery. More upholstery options

available. Please enquire for details.

The maple wood used in craft ing this table is sourced from maple trees harvested in North America.

The chair consists of a blend of veneer, mesh for the seat, and rubber sponge.

The table's coating and adhesive effectively minimize VOC emissions during both the manufacturing stages and in

the final products. Rigorous testing conducted in l ine with the ISO12460 standard has verif ied that these substances

meet the emission requirements, ensuring that formaldehyde emissions do not surpass the 0.4 mg/l threshold.
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